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CELEBRATING 30 YEARS: Lord Best and Hilary Benn M.P. joined 
around 100 clients, partners and professionals to celebrate 30 
years’ service by Care & Repair Leeds in June. During those 30 
years we estimate our services were used over 250,000 times.
 “It is great to be celebrating the brilliant work of this organisation. Care 
& Repair Leeds has made a huge difference to so many peoples’ lives. 
Keeping all of us older people out of hospital and out of residential care is 
enormously valuable – not just to us but to the health and care services. 
Many congratulations to Care & Repair Leeds.” The Lord Best

 “I am proud to be patron of such an important organisation. Without Care 
& Repair Leeds, the city would face more demand for long-term care 
and increased hospital stays, admissions and readmissions. We are all 
aware of the challenges the NHS faces as well as the debate about the 
cost of long-term care for our growing elderly population. The first choice 
for many people is to stay independent in their homes if possible, and I 
want to thank Care & Repair for the vital work they do to help make this 
happen.” Hilary Benn M.P.

Photograph of cake cutting from left to right: The Lord Best, Sally 
James (client & volunteer), Hilary Benn MP, Jean Brayshaw (client), 
Pam Taylor Fawcett (client)

Achievements and Overview 2017-18   
 Enquiries during the year 
9,254 Of these 8,213 were telephone calls and 1,041 visitors  

 Warm Homes and Warmth for Wellbeing 
 626 people benefited from improved and serviced heating systems,  
 energy efficiency and insulation 

 Disabled Adaptations 
 51 completed, including extensions, in the homes of disabled adults 

and children 

 Falls Prevention 
 2,146 people received home assessments and improvements to 

reduce the risk of falling 

 Hospital Discharge 
 846 minor adaptations completed to ensure that people could leave 

hospital as soon as possible 

 Healthy Lives, Healthy Homes 
 146 home assessments and necessary works to support people 

 Target Hardening Security Service 
 128 security measures installed for vulnerable households who had 

been victims of burglary 

 Support My Life 
 23 people purchased daily living aids through this service 

 Leeds Directory 
 117,021 visits to the website to find reliable and flexible services 

in Leeds. 2,692 phone calls were received to the helpline. 1,776 
organisations are registered with the Leeds Directory. 231 are 
checked and vetted Green Tick providers

CASE STUDY: Mrs K. is 79 years 
old and lives with her daughter. Life 
at home had become difficult due to 
angina and arthritis which contributed 
to poor mobility, balance and a history 
of falls. Mrs K. struggled to use the 
bath safely and needed support. Care 
& Repair supplied a bath board and 
rail allowing safe transfer into the 
bath. We also linked Mrs K. into other 
services by making a referral for a 
wet room assessment and a perching 
stool for the kitchen so that Mrs K can 
once again enjoy her love of cooking. 
To improve security a door chain was 
fitted. Mrs K’s health conditions meant 
heating bills were high. A referral to 
our partners at Green Doctors resulted 
in helping her switch to the cheapest 
tariff, draught proofing and boiler  
servicing through the Warmth for 
Wellbeing service.  Mrs K commented 
‘Thank you!!  I have gained back my 
independence and dignity.’

Chairman’s Report 2017/18
Last year was a very special year 
for Care & Repair Leeds, as we 
celebrated our 30th Anniversary with 
a very special AGM.  To mark this, 
Care & Repair re-branded, and the 
new logo, strapline and marketing 
materials were launched at the 
event.  We believe that the logo and 
strapline say everything about what 
we do – an open door offering the 
key to independent living for anyone 
who wants it.
Alongside the rebranding, we have 
launched a new website, and this will 
offer easy access to all our services 
for anyone who needs them.

However, the coming year will continue to be a year of change 
within Care & Repair.
For the first time in its history, Care & Repair’s main contract with 
Leeds City Council has been tendered.  We recognised the value 
that working in partnership with complementary organisations 
could bring to the delivery of the service, and entered into a formal 
partnership with Groundwork Leeds and Age UK Leeds to submit 
a strong application for the contract.  I am delighted to say that, 
following a great deal of hard work on the part of all the staff, 
we were awarded the contract in June this year for the Home 
Independence and Warmth Service.
We were also preparing to tender for the Leeds Directory contract 
in early 2018, when we were informed that Leeds City Council 
would be delivering the service in-house.   We recognise this is a 
mark of the success and importance of the service which we first 
established, and will be working closely with the Council during 
2018/19 to ensure a smooth transition for the service and the staff 
who, will be sorely missed.
Recognising that the funding environment is changing, we are 
exploring new sources of income.  We are expanding our work 
in the private sector, supporting those clients who do not qualify 
for grants, but who want or need adaptations, home repairs, and 
improvements to make their lives much easier and safer.  Care & 
Repair already has the expertise and experience to carry out this 
work, and we are now offering our services to clients who need a 
trustworthy organisation to support them.
As Care & Repair takes the protection of client and employee 
data very seriously, a robust review has taken place to ensure 
compliance with the strict requirements of the new General Data 
Protection Regulations.
So, we continue to see expansion at Care & Repair, and continued 
change for the better.  All this could not happen without the hard 
work of the CEO, Ruth Cornelissen, the Senior Managers, and all 
the staff, to whom I am very grateful.  In addition, I am thankful for 
the support of the volunteers, who give their valuable time to Care 
& Repair, and to the PATH Yorkshire trainee, who, I’m pleased to 
say, we were able to employ at the end of her placement.  Finally, 
I am deeply indebted to all my fellow Officers and Trustees, who 
also give their time and expertise to keep Care & Repair flourishing 
and successful.
Janice N. Haigh 
Chairman,  Care & Repair Leeds

 
“I have found 

Care and Repair to be an 
extremely valuable service. 

They always respond quickly to 
referrals and communication 

from them regarding any 
issues is excellent.” 

“What 
a brilliant service, 

the stair rail is simply beautiful 
and has allowed my husband to 

be discharged from hospital as he 
failed his stair assessment. 

Thank you so much.”

 
“I can’t get 

over to this day how 
easy it was. I was very 

anxious about the work being 
done – but I could not be less 

stressed. Nothing was too 
much trouble’

 
“I would like to take 

the opportunity to praise 
your contractors. I find them very 

pleasant to work with, responsive to 
my needs and extremely competent.  

My job would be much more 
problematic without your service. 
Please keep up the good work”


